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Your honor, I’d like to reserve 3 minutes for rebuttal, please

May it Please the Court; counselor . . .

My name is Bob Neinast, and I am the plaintiff.

I. Would not be here if libraries banned high-heels.

A. Evidence to court: high-heels are dangerous.

1. Tripping hazard.

2. Negative effects on body.

B. No court would have upheld ban.

1. Would not have said: Hazards justify trumping liberty interest.

2. Court would have asked where authority comes from. If it exists . . .

a. Ban bare feet on public streets?

b. Ban high-heels on public streets?

3. Said dictating footwear choice part of “proper operation and management?”

4. Keep in mind: what if case had been about high heels?

II. Sensitive to perception that this is waste of courts’ time.

A. Important issue: control our own lives when no harm to others.

III. Regarding Collateral Estoppel, Full and Fair

A. Ohio Supreme Court makes admonishments in Goodson regarding relaxatio of 

mutuality.

1. Erroneous determination in the original case.

2. “Considerations of sympathy, prejudice, distaste for the substantive rules, 

and even ignorance or incapacity may control the outcome.”

IV. Do NOT want to cast doubt on integrity of previous judges.

A. We all have areas of blindness.

1. Biases.

2. Think you know the answer.

3. Be annoyed by subject matter.

V. Look at what earlier courts did. Consider whether it was full and fair, or maybe 

blindness.

A. 6th Circuit Court of appeals:

1. Made up evidence.
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a. Urine on floor of restroom declared hazard—no evidence; contrary 

evidence.

b. Blood on wall, broken chair, feces in restroom.

c. Bare toe caught under door, but not sandaled foot.

2. Elevated hypothetical injury requiring band-aid to “significant” to satisfy 

intermediate scrutiny.

3. “Due Process” does not include requirement that rule actually exist to be 

enforced.

B. Another example: State Fair lawsuit (mentioned in trial court opinion):

1. Dismissed for failure to state a claim.

2. “The court agrees with defendants that the Fair's shoe requirement protects 

both the health and safety of Fair patrons and is consistent with the general 

welfare of fairgoers.”

3. This was “failure to state a claim”. Court could not have evidence.

4. Open meetings act and agency rulemaking statutes ignored.

5. “Warm” Court of Appeals: stoney cold steely-eyed silence.

6. Upheld based on 30-year old federal District Court opinion, not recent Ohio 

Supreme Court precedent.

C. That shows why “full and fair” has not applied in previous lawsuits.

VI. This kind of relaxation of mutuality of parties is a matter of first impression.

A. Ohio Supreme Court has recognized only a few exceptions.

B. Courts of Appeals have expanded the list slightly.

C. This kind of declaratory judgment is not one of them.

D. This kind of new exception is not justified.

1. Previous exceptions determined specific facts, like paternity.

2. No other person could file that lawsuit.

3. This is different. Any other person could file this lawsuit.

a. In fact, I have another lined up if this is upheld.

b. No judicial economy.

c. Library stuck with its answers to interrogatories.

d. Decide case on merits.

4. Making this exception is poor public policy.

a. Example: §503.65 civil action for township attorneys to have adult 

cabarets declared a nuisance.

b. Same plaintiff.
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c. Very similar complaint (library stresses similar complaints).

d. Should townships be precluded from going after a different cabaret 

after losing against one?

e. Facts are different.

VII. Facts are different here, too.

A. Only reason Franklin County Court of Common Pleas found rule “proper” was 

because of the “evidence” from 6th Circuit.

1. As noted, that was made up, but it was required to be accepted.

B. In this case there are no hazards, no economic impact on the library:

1. No hazards.

2. No incidents.

3. Library is insured.

4. Library has statutory immunity.

C. The facts are different!

1. Is it “proper” to make a rule when the conditions for that rule doesn’t exist?

2. Is it “proper” to declare a cabaret a nuisance when the facts are different?

D. Where is the public policy declaration from the legislature?

1. If “proper operation and management” allows anything, then it is improper 

delegation.

2. “Administrative regulations cannot dictate public policy but rather can only 

develop and administer policy already established by the General Assembly.” 

D.A.B.E.

VIII.This case also contains issue never decided by any other court.  You have to 

carefully read all the other opinions.

A. That precludes collateral estoppel.

B. Legitimate governmental interest has never included protectinga person from his 

own folly, only protect society as a whole.

1. Even if you think that I am a fool for exposing my bare feet to a library floor, 

there has never been any suggestion that it harms others.

C. Not decided under the Ohio Constitution, Section 1, Article 1.

D. Ohio Supreme Court in Arnold: we must draw the line when certain rights have 

foreseeable consequence of causing harm to others. Steele: do what you wish your 

your body.

E. “General welfare” has always meant protecting the public, at large, from the actions 

of a few, not protecting a person from him- or herself.
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IX. Conversion of motion for summary judgment.

A. Library is confused.

B. Civil rules very clear: can only be done for motion to dismiss in lieu of answer.

C. No provision afterwards (as this court agreed in Pollack v. Watts).

D. Library’s motion was accepted out-of-time.

E. No discretion.

X. Still thinking about high-heels? I’d like to expand my hypothetical.

A. Suppose, based on my talk and all the material I provided the library, they decided 

high-heels, and other shoes, really are dangerous. And they made a rule requiring 

bare feet in the library.

B. Would you say they had the statutory authority to do so? Is it “proper?”

C. Would you say it did not infringe upon the patrons liberty interests?

D. I’d sure appreciate it if you would keep that in mind as you decide this case.

Rebuttal.

I. Library’s real reason was “decorum.”

A. If you go through emails and Library meeting minutes, you will see that.

B. Only worried about safety later.

C. Consulted Mr. Hart, who informed them of previous lawsuit.

D. This gave them their excuse.


